Papua New Guinea Orality Project
An orality training program – 2018
For many generations PNG cultures have had a rich oral history which they have passed down, generation to
generation, through story, song, dance, drama - without the written word. With the coming of literate cultures
and exposure to the outside world, literacy has been increasingly important for PNG to be able to engage with
the wider world. Nevertheless a major part of the population of PNG remains oral, especially in the rural
villages.

PNG showing Kiunga, Western Province where workshops will take place
Oral Bible storying is needed to fully engage the people of PNG with the Word of God. Our oral Bible training
workshops are designed to equip the participants with Bible story-crafting (in local languages) and storytelling
skills. A follow-up program – the third year of the project - will be implemented for these new trainers to pass
on their training to village pastors and church leaders in the numerous local churches in the remote Western
Province of Papua New Guinea and elsewhere.
The initial training involves participants from four language groups attending four workshops over the space of
two years. The intervals between the workshops are story testing times in the villages for understanding and
reproducibility, and will also be used for crafting new stories. Once the oral stories are thoroughly tested they
are recorded to maintain an accurate copy that can be referred back to when necessary.
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Between 20 and 30 stories will initially be recorded and on-going ministry will lead to further stories as national
leaders implement new recording workshops in the same and other languages.
The goal is for village pastors to be able to learn a story accurately in language; be able to teach it to a group
of listeners who can also accurately reproduce / repeat that story back. After this pastors will lead discussion /
discovery of truths in that story. This last would be a “guided” time self-discovery time where the participants
have more ownership of the truths they uncover in the story. This time focuses on both observations people
will make, and what applications they draw from the story for themselves. This model fully engages the
learners in the discovery process!

One of many remote villages throughout the Western Province in PNG – accessible only by foot or
small aircraft

The large majority of church members have mostly been taught the Bible in literate forms. Pastors were taught
through lectures and notes from bible schools, and use these same means to communicate. By itself this is
not enough. Many of the struggles that the church experiences is due in part to true “scripture engagement,”
the ability to understand and respond to God’s Word. The orality project is designed to help these people
engage with the Scripture. Coupled with literate communication methods people will received a fuller
understanding of the Word of God.

Pastor Kilas in Yehebi Church in Western Province
Thank you for your interest in the people of Papua New Guinea!

Summary:
Conduct a Bible storying workshop producing 20-30 recorded stories in 3-4 language groups
Through these workshops, begin the process of developing national facilitators / trainers “storytellers,” trained
to accurately learn, teach, and lead a story group.
Through these workshops, train national facilitators / trainers to conduct future workshops in other languages
Help the church in the implementation of getting the storyteller training out to the village pastors. This training
would not be dependent on the ST model or variation, but on simple Bible storying practices utilizing local
translations, or Pidgin, or English translations.

